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Disclaimers

 The views expressed are the speaker’s, and not 

necessarily those of  any of  MLO’s clients, nor of  

Strafford.

 The information offered is intended to be educational. 

Providing it does not create an attorney-client 

relationship between the speaker and anyone else.

 Presenting theories of  liability does not mean the 

speaker concedes their validity. 

 Naming a product or service is neither an 

endorsement nor a criticism.

 No claim of  copyright in clip art.
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Topics
 Licensure

 Scope of  Practice
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Licensure: Doctors
 Practice of medicine: criteria vary with the state 

 Holding oneself  out as a doctor to the public

 Charging for medical services

 Providing a medical consult

 Issuing orders (labs, imaging studies, etc.)

 Making a diagnosis

 Recommending treatment

 Writing prescriptions

 Performing treatments/surgery
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Licensure: Nursing
 " … a caring-based practice in which processes of  

diagnosis and treatment are applied to human 

experiences of  health and illness" (ANA, 1994)

 Virginia Code: Not defined. Separate definitions for 

 "Advanced practice registered nurse”

 "Certified nurse aide" 

 "Nurse practitioner”

 "Practical nurse" or "licensed practical nurse”

 "Practice of  a nurse aide" or "nurse aide practice" 

 "Professional nurse," ”RN”, "registered professional nurse”

 Code of  Virginia, § 54.1-3000.
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Licenses
 Usually time limited (1-3y, e.g.)

 Must renew periodically

 Continuing education usually required

 Issuers: Usually, state boards; sometimes, state 

health departments 

 Establish, enforce criteria for initial and ongoing 

licensure

 Process for revocation or taking other disciplinary action

 Adverse decisions reported to National Practitioner Data 

Bank (NPDB)
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Federalism

 State sovereignty

 Licensure: States’ 1°means of  regulating providers

 Received wisdom: Patient’s state’s law controls

 Some states: statute(s), regulation(s), guidance

 Others: silent

 Not yet tested in the court of  last resort in any state

 No state expressly says applicable law is that of  

provider’s state
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Physician Licensing 
Exceptions

 Consults

 Bordering state

 Special license or 

registration

 Follow-up

 Endorsement

 COVID
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Physician Licensing Exceptions
 Consults: Unlicensed, “foreign” MD may consult peer 

to peer with MD licensed in the state

 Available in most states

 Peer-to-peer: local MD retains control of  dx, treatment

 Unlike consultant, interacts with patient

 State board retains control of  local MD’s license

 Exception is highly variable

 Frequency of  consults

 Pro bono v. for compensation

 In-state office or location to meet in person

 Primary v. secondary diagnosis 

 Contractual arrangement or regular contacts

 So, requires state-by-state analysis
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Consultant Exception: Ariz. 

Rev. Stat. § 32-1421, e.g.

 “This [licensing statute] does not apply to… (1) A 

doctor of  medicine residing in another jurisdiction 

who is authorized to practice medicine in that 

jurisdiction, if  the doctor engages in actual single 
or infrequent consultation with a doctor of  

medicine licensed in this state and if  the 

consultation regards a specific patient or 
patients.” (emphasis added)
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Physician Licensing 

Exceptions, 2

 Bordering state: Md. and D.C., e.g.

 MD licensed in bordering state may practice in state

 A few states only

 Usually, need reciprocity, and no physical presence

 Example: Maryland: Md. Health Occ. Code § 14-302 

(next slide)
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Bordering State Example
 “Subject to the rules, regulations, and orders of  the 

Board, the following individuals may practice 

medicine without a license… A physician who 

resides in and is authorized to practice medicine by 

any state adjoining this State and whose practice 

extends into this State, if:

 (i) The physician does not have an office…in this 

State to meet patients; and

 (ii) The same privileges are extended to licensed 

physicians of  this State by the adjoining state.”

 Md. Health Occ. Code § 14-302 (emphasis added)
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DC Code § 3–1205.02 
(a)The provisions of this chapter prohibiting the practice of a 

health occupation without a DC license, registration, or 
certification shall not apply:

 …(4) To a health professional who is authorized to practice 
a health occupation in any state adjoining the District who 
treats patients in the District if:

 (A) The health professional does not have an office or 
other regularly appointed place in [DC] to meet patients;

 (B) The health professional registers with the appropriate 
board and pays the registration fee prescribed by the board 
prior to practicing in the District; and

 (C) The state in which the individual is licensed allows
individuals licensed by the District in that particular health 
profession to practice in that state under the conditions set 
forth in this section.
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Physician Licensing 

Exceptions, 3

 Special license or registration

 Abbreviated license or registration for telemedicine-
only care

 Offered in nine states

 Example: Minn. Stat. Ann. § 147.032 (next slide); 

Fla. Stat Ann. § 456.47(4), etc.
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Minn. Stat. Ann. § 147.032
 (a) A physician not licensed…in [MN] may provide 

…services to a [MN] patient through interstate 

telehealth if…: [MD]

 (1) is “licensed without restriction to practice…in the 

state from which [MD] provides telehealth services;

 (2) “has not had a license to practice medicine 

revoked or restricted in any state or jurisdiction;

 (3) In MN, “does not open an office…meet with 
patients [or] receive calls from patients; and

 (4) annually registers with the board…

 Except: emergencies; <1x/m or <10 pts/y; consults
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Fla. Stat. Ann. § 456.47(4)
 (a) HCP not licensed in [FL] may provide health care 

services to a [FL] patient…if the HCP registers with the 

applicable board,… and [complies with the FL SOC]

 (b) The board… shall register a HCP… if the HCP

 1. Completes an application…

 2.  Is licensed with an active, unencumbered license … issued by 

another state…that is substantially similar to a [FL] license …

 3. Has not been the subject of  disciplinary action … during the 

5y period immediately prior to submission…

 4. Designates a …registered agent for service of  process; and

 5. Demonstrates to the board… that … she is [acting within her 

scope of practice]
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Comparable Laws 

Elsewhere
 Arizona HB 2454 55 Leg., 1st Sess. (Ariz. 2021)

 Conn. HB 5596 2021 Sess. (Conn. 2021) (through 

6.30.23) 

 Kansas HB 2208 2021 Sess. (Kan. 2021)

 WVa HB 2024 2021 Sess. (W. Va. 2021)
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Physician Licensing 

Exceptions, 4

 Follow-up care 

 MD may provide follow-up care to patient (post-op, e.g.)

 Example: Indiana Code Ann. § 25-22.5-1-1.1:

 “In addition to the exceptions described in section 2 [IC 25-

22.5-1-2] of  this chapter, a nonresident physician who is 

located outside Indiana does not practice medicine or 

osteopathy in Indiana by providing … treatment services to 

a patient in Indiana following medical care originally 
provided to the patient while outside Indiana.” (emphasis 

added)
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Physician Licensing 

Exceptions, 5
 Endorsement:

 MD licensed in another state can, on that basis, more 

quickly obtain in-state license

 Example: New Mexico Stat. Ann. § 61-6-13:

 “The board may grant a license by endorsement to an 

applicant who: (1) has graduated from an accredited 

U.S. or Canadian medical school; (2) is board certified
in a specialty recognized by the ABMS; (3) has been a 

licensed physician in the U.S. or Canada and has 

practiced medicine in the U.S. or Canada immediately 

preceding the application for at least 3y; (4) holds an 

unrestricted license in another state or Canada; and (5) 

was not the subject of  a disciplinary action in a state or 

province.”  
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Physician Licensing 

Exceptions, 6

 COVID 

 Many states waived licensure altogether

 Others have loosened the restrictions 

 See, FSMB: US States and Territories Modifying 

Licensure Requirements for Physicians in Response to 

COVID-19, 

https://www.fsmb.org/siteassets/advocacy/pdf/states-

waiving-licensure-requirements-for-telehealth-in-

response-to-covid-19.pdf

 Most states have now rescinded their PHE 

declarations
24© MLO 2022
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Must the Licensee be 

Licensed in her own State?
 Virginia: yes

 BOM Guidance 85-15

 Not a statute or a regulation

 Silent: California, Connecticut, DC, Florida and 

Texas 
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COVID and the PREP Act

 HHS, “4th Amendment to Declaration Under Public 

Readiness and Emergency Preparedness Act for 

Medical Countermeasures Against COVID–19 and 

Republication of  the Declaration,” 12.3.20

 “HC personnel who are permitted to order and administer 

a Covered Countermeasure through TH in a state may do 

so for pts in another state so long as the HC personnel 

comply with the legal requirements of the state in which 

the HC personnel are permitted to order and administer 

the Covered Countermeasure by means of  telehealth… 

Any state law that prohibits or effectively prohibits such a 

qualified person from ordering and administering Covered 

Countermeasures through telehealth is preempted.” 
26



COVID and the PREP Act, 2: 

Covered Countermeasures
 1. Any antiviral…diagnostic…device, any respiratory 

protective device, or any vaccine manufactured, used, 

designed, developed, modified, licensed, or procured:

 To dx, mitigate, prevent, tx, or cure COVID, or the 

transmission of  [bug] or a virus mutating therefrom; or

 To limit the harm that COVID–19, or the transmission of  

[bug] or a virus mutating therefrom, might o/w cause;

 2. A product manufactured, used, designed, 

developed, modified, licensed, or procured to 

diagnose, mitigate, prevent, treat, or cure a serious or 

life-threatening disease or condition caused by a 
product described in paragraph (a) above;
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COVID and the PREP Act: 

Covered Countermeasures, 2
 Definition, continued

 3. A product or tech intended to enhance use or effect of  

a product described in paragraph (a) or (b) above; or

 4. Any device used in the administration of  any such 

product, and all components and constituent materials

 Immunity from liability for certain claims during PHE, 

including “claims of  loss caused, arising out of, 
relating to, or resulting from administration or use of  

countermeasures to diseases, threats and 

conditions.”
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COVID and the PREP Act: 

Covered Countermeasures, 3
 Published 12/9/20 in Federal Register

 Allows Rx for items directly related to the 

treatment, mitigation, prevention, or cure of  

COVID-19 only

 Dual purpose products may (?) be covered

 Federalism questions?
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Interstate Medical
Licensure Compact (IMLC)

 Compact: agreement between 2 or more states

 See, U.S. Const., art. I, §10

 States need not adopt

 Can use Compact as a guide without actual adoption

 Additional licensure approach for physicians in Compact-

participating states

 ↑ licensure portability and practice of  cross-border services 

 Complements existing licensing and regulatory authority of  

state medical board

 Must still become fully licensed in each state
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IMLC
 State-specific regulations still apply

 Must still pay fees: Annual renewal fees remain

 39 states have joined (as of  11/22)

 FBI: states must enact legislation satisfying DOJ to get FBI 
criminal background checks

 IMLC Commission is non-governmental

 FBI requires a requestor to have specific statutory authority before it will 

accept and respond to requests 

 Enlarged opportunities for oath-sayers?

 States joining since COVID: Conn., Texas, Delaware, Ohio

 Law pending: Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, North 

Carolina
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Nurses’ Compact
 National Council for State Boards of  Nursing 

approved APRN Compact (5/4/15)

 If  a Compact state is the primary state of  

residence, the license automatically becomes a 

Compact/multistate license

 Permits nurse to practice in own state and other 

Compact states 

 No additional license needed

 39 states have adopted to date 
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Other Compacts
 Psychology Interjurisdictional Compact: 35 states

 Association of  State and Provincial Psychology Boards 

OKd

 Goal: facilitate TH and temporary, in-person, face-to-face 

[not defined] practice of  psychology across state lines 

 Physical Therapy Licensure Compact: 25 states

 From Federation of  State Boards of  Physical Therapy

 Enacted 5/15/17 

 Purpose: ↑ access to PT services by reducing regulatory 

barriers to cross–state practice

 EMS Personnel Licensure Interstate Compact: 20 states

 Counseling: 17 states; LPCs only 35© MLO 2022



Another Approach:

Multiple Licenses 
 Lawful but cumbersome

 Cost: each jurisdiction charges a fee

 Burdensome: Each jurisdiction has its own

 CME requirements

 Renewal date

 Regs

 Possible solutions:

 A talented secretary, or a team of  secretaries

 Medversant, Verity, and their competitors

 Or: change the law
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Prescribing 
 Relationship is a prerequisite

 May need to consult state pharmacy laws, not just 

physician practice act

 Once relationship established, licensed physician 

may prescribe per professional judgment

 Often, NPs, PAs as well

 Depends on state law

 Off-label prescribing is perfectly lawful

 Smith v. Surgery Center at Lone Tree, LLC, 2020 WL 

6066273 (Col. Ct. App. Oct. 15, 2020), e.g.
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Prescribing Controlled 

Substances (”CS”): The 

RHA
 Ryan Haight Online Pharmacy Consumer Protection Act 

of  2008, Pub. L. No. 110-425

 Requires an in-person examination before online Rx

 May not deliver, distribute, or dispense CS via internet 

w/o a “valid prescription”: issued for legitimate medical 
purposes in the usual course of professional practice by 

 (1) a practitioner who has conducted at least one in-person 

medical evaluation of  the patient

 Any date, for any purpose  OR

 (2) a covering practitioner (who may not have met the pt)
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Prescribing: Controlled 

Substances, 2

 RHA, cont’d

 Seven telemedicine exceptions

 For most providers, most of  the time, few are relevant

 Indian Health Service

 Care of  veterans

 Treatment in a hospital or (a few non-hospital) clinic, etc.

 Public Health Emergency 1.31.20; renewed since

 Prior in-person exam not necessary

 Will likely continue so long as the PHE does
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Controlled Substances: 

Special Registration

 “The practice of  telemedicine is being conducted 

by a practitioner who has obtained from the 

Administrator a special registration under section 

311(h) of  the Act (21 U.S.C. 831(h)).”

 2008-19:  a dormant provision of  Ryan Haight Act

 10/18: Congress orders HHS and AG to act by 

10/24/19. SUPPORT Act of  2018. U.S. Attorney 

General was required to create regulations governing 

“special registrations” that expand in-person 

exemptions to the Ryan Haight Act within one year of  

the SUPPORT Act’s enactment. (10.24.19)
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Special Registration, 2
 The Attorney General has not created the 

exemptions. Public Law 115-271-Oct. 24, 2018 Ch. 

4 Section 3232

 https://www.congress.gov/115/plaws/publ271/PLA

W-115publ271.pdf

 12.22: still nothing

 DEA is working on it

 Reportedly under Office of  Information and 

Regulatory Affairs (“OIRA”) review
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States and On-Line 

Prescribing
 Does a proper provider—patient relationship exist?

 Is an in-person physical examination required? (NJ; NY (9/22 

guidance))

 Does state law prohibit?

 Alabama Controlled Substances Certificate prohibits prescribing of  

controlled substances via telemedicine

 Are there special COVID-related provisions? 

 Arkansas allows prescribers to see patients and Rx CS via telemedicine 

for a 6m period during PHE, so long as the Rx is a refill only and not a 

change to the current medication
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Topics
 Licensure

 Scope of  Practice
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Scope of  Practice
 Scope of  practice: what a profession does

 Limits functions those w/in profession may lawfully 

do

 Nursing, midwifery, EMS, pharmacists, social workers, 

psychologists, chiropractors, etc.

 Determines procedures, actions, and processes 

permitted for the licensed individual

 Creature of  state law: requirements for

 Education and training

 Specific demonstrated competency

 Virginia, e.g.: nurse practitioners enjoy greater 

autonomy than do physician assistants
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Only A Doctor Can Legally 

Admit Patients to Hospitals

 Generally, only MDs can order inpatient admission

 Nurses (including care managers) not legally qualified: 

outside their “scope of  practice.”
 Georgia Medicaid Hosp. Manual § 901.1, e.g. (admissions by 

“licensed doctors” only)

 Federal authorities: “In no case may a non-physician make 

a final determination that a patient’s stay is not medically 

necessary or appropriate.”
 Medicare State Operations Manual, at 27, 

http://www.cms.hhs.gov/manuals/Downloads/som107.ap_a_hospi

tals.pdf. 

 42 CFR 482.12(c)(2) (“Patients are admitted to the hospital only 

on a recommendation of  a licensed practitioner permitted by the 

State to admit patients to a hospital.”)
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Scope and Standard of  

Care
 The Florida telehealth statute: “A telehealth 

provider has the duty to practice in a manner 

consistent with his or her scope of practice and the 

prevailing professional standard of  practice for a 

health care professional who provides in-person
health care services to patients in this state.” Fla. 

Stat. § 456.47(2)(a) (emphasis added)
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HHS Letter to Governors 

Requesting Liberalization

 Licensure and certification requirements

 Standard of  care

 Scope of  practice

 Supervision requirements

 Student practice 

 Malpractice insurance

 Sec. Azar, 3.24.20
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Scope of  Practice: PHE

 California: Certified NAs and home health aides 
 CDPH may amend scopes of  practice

 NA may delay completion of training testing until 

after the end of  the declared emergency, e.g.

 Kentucky: Relaxed scope of  practice requirement
 Let MDs supervise more HCPs
 And may do so using remote or telephonic means
 Lets students triage, diagnose, and treat under 

supervision
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Questions?
Joseph P. McMenamin, M.D., J.D.

McMenamin Law Offices, PLLC

804-921-4856

mcmenamin@medicalawfirm.com
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Corporate Practice of Medicine

• Depending on the state, providers may or may not be employed 
by “corporations” or other business organizations (e.g., Texas, 
California, New York)

• The intent is to avoid undue influence of the practice of 
medicine

• However, there are generally certain exceptions:

▪ Employment by professional organizations or corporations

▪ Employment by state-licensed provider organizations, such as 
hospitals or MCOs

• Note: these rules typically only apply to physicians and NOT mid-
level providers



Fee-splitting and Anti-kickback Laws

• Generally, telehealth fee-splitting and AKS concerns arise when 
providers include a wide variety of services within the same 
patient experience

▪ Example: Telehealth visit for an acute injury that also includes “life 
coaching”

• Boundaries between medical and non-medical services are 
essential for both billing and licensure requirements

• Issues are further complicated when physician and non-
physician practitioners are providing services during the same or 
related visits



Telehealth and Telepharmacy
Services

• Telehealth services naturally lend themselves to a variety of 
necessary referral services

• Pharmaceutical services are a very common and necessary 
component of many telehealth visits

• Medication adherence and patient medication compliance is an 
essential component of positive healthcare outcomes

• Providers that incorporate a pharmaceutical service line into 
their telehealth programs are shown to have better patient 
outcomes



Telepharmacy and the 340B Program
• For 340B-eligible providers, capturing eligible prescriptions within your 340B 

Program is one of the fastest and easiest ways to quickly optimize your 
Program

• Prescriptions are only eligible for 340B pricing if that patient receives care at 
the Covered Entity (pending review of the patient definition)

• A Medication Management Clinic (MMC) or a Medication Therapy 
Management (MTM) Clinic is a strategic option to capture scripts as 340B-
eligible

▪ MMCs are typically a pharmacist-led clinic that is a department of the hospital 
and provides in-person or telehealth visits to help with complex diseases and 
patients with comorbidities

▪ Employers can update their health plans to incentivize or require employee 
patients to utilize the MMC service

▪ This can also be a viable strategy with some commercial payors but likely not 
governmental payors



Thank You

Daniel Avants

Senior Counsel

Husch Blackwell

dan.avants@huschblackwell.com
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